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Rethinking politics, language, gender and 15 development, edited by Thandika Mkandawire. Zed Books; and
Pretoria: Intellectuals and African Development: The intellectual challenges Africa World Press, Trenton,
Since then, many conferences and workshops have been held on the continent and in the diaspora to consider
the role of African intellectuals in politics, development, science, and other pressing issues. What is the
African intellectual? Is she in any way different from the Euro- 50 pean, Asian, or American intellectual? Are
there specific themes or concerns that define African intellectuals? What is an intellectual? Rethinking politics, language, gender and development provide a range of answers. But it takes edu- cated minds to conceive
and construct an alternative social programme. African intellectuals, therefore, are characterized by the
specificity of their intellectual concerns, such as pan-Africanism, apartheid, development, and the question of
language, rather than race or geography. In the broad sense however, 65 anybody who earns a living mainly
from intellectual activities could be viewed as an intellectual. If everyone who thinks is an 70 intellectual, then
no one is distinctively so. Not all discourses are of equal significance. Rethinking politics, language, gender
and development Dakar: But although the task of the intellectuals was to find a way out of oppression, their
class bias may have 90 limited their visions. Historical circumstances also affected intellectuals so that the
radical perspectives of the past became less acceptable once the ANC became the ruling party in South Africa.
Political parties, research organiza- tions, think tanks, and other such institutions can all play an intellectual
role in society. The collective intellectual framework examines institutions as producers of knowledge rather
than individual intellectuals. The relations of power that suffuse intellectual work are foregrounded by this
institutional framework. These relations both facilitate and limit the range of intellectual discourse allowed
within the organizations. Donors and other stakeholders may also impose limitations. Its conferences, publications, and documentation centre are critical resources for the training and development of African researchers.
The chapters in the two collections were selected from hundreds of pre- sentations on the conference theme:
The two collections, therefore, cover both academics and grassroots intellectuals such as students, soldiers,
and political activists. In his introduction, Mkandawire argues that there are three generations of post-colonial
African intellectuals. They joined the nationalist quest to end the unholy trinity of poverty, ignorance, and
disease. This relative harmony was related to the fact that universities were recruiting grounds for the civil
service, while the academics shared an ideology with those in power. Nationalism had lost its lustre.
Independence leaders had been overthrown, killed or exiled. Reflecting the neo-liberal dogma of the period,
leaders argued that investing in higher education was inefficient because Africa could rely on expatriate
expertise available at institutions such as the World Bank. Critics argued that the ideology of development had
also been used to si- lence scholars and justify anti-democratic policies imposed by governments and Western
donors. Criticism focused on what had gone wrong with the implementation of development policies that
African intellectuals once con- sidered desirable. Anyidoho begins her chapter with a reflection on an incident
at a CODESRIA conference in Accra, Ghana where an African scholar of mixed parentage working in the
diaspora presented a paper on the impact of global intellectual currents on African scholarship. Senior African
scholars on the continent promptly questioned the relevance of global trends to African scholarship. The
response of African scholars on the continent, however, could have occurred during any of the preceding
generations. This discomfort with the diasporic perspective is reminiscent of the discomfort with, and
exclusion of, scholars of racial and ethnic minorities and those with unorthodox ideas during all the three
generations. There is a need, therefore, for an alternative theoretical framework that accounts for the
differences in perspective evident through the three decades. By classifying intellectuals according to their
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ideological perspectives, such as nationalist, left, or liberal, we can see their differences and relations to power
structures more clearly than a classi- fication in terms of generations. The nationalists, for instance, accepted
the nation-building agenda of the post-colonial political class and were associ- ated closely with the new states
and their international donors. They were suspicious of donors and their modernization schemes, calling
instead for autonomy and self-reliance. The liberal intellectuals range from post- modernists like Achille
Mbembe to reformists like Soyinka and Achebe or liberal democrats like Ali Mazrui. The liberals are
reformists who, more of- ten than not, align themselves with the global neo-liberal agenda of human rights,
liberalization, and democratization. They doubted the ability of the political class to lead the development
process. By the s, most liberals were also highly critical of state neglect of education, particularly higher
education, and efforts to politicize universities. Stung by such criticism, states withheld funding and patronage
from the universities, while jailing, torturing, and even killing dissident intellectuals. Throughout the s and s
universities were neglected and intellec- tuals compromised. Some became sycophants and court jesters and
were rewarded with state and university positions. Others were suppressed ruth- lessly. Many went into exile.
Those who remained were forced to scramble for resources while grappling with repression and pressures to
remain silent and subservient. Mazrui, for instance, blames Idi Amin in Uganda, au- thoritarianism and Cold
War anti-communism in Kenya, and academic intimidation in favour of socialism in Tanzania for killing
intellectualism in East Africa. A majority of the contributors to these two volumes under review, for instance,
are based outside the African continent. Most of the celebrated writers and scholars are exiles of one sort or
another. These are examples of organic intellectuals in the Gramscian sense because they emerge from
different lo- cations and represent diverse groups and perspectives. The autobiographies The soldiers hire
ghostwriters to portray them as reluctant heroes who emerged from the barracks to rescue their nation from
venal and corrupt civilian regimes. These essays provide examples of youth negotiating treacher- ous terrains
of European Union indoctrination Englund ,20 military dic- tatorship and structural adjustment Beckman ,21
and ambiguous futures Fokwang. Englund shows how non-governmental organizations that claim to empower
people are used to promote the undemocratic and selfish agendas of international forces and their allies in
Malawi. He argues that the programmes foster elitism and at- titudes that isolate youth leaders from their
communities. Some artists aligned themselves with the states and provided the cultural superstructure for the
nation-building programme. Dissident writers, novelists, playwrights, and artists excelled at pointing out the
foibles of the nationalists. Even among the dissidents, however, there were ideological differences. Petals of
Blood indicts the political class for corruption and neo-colonial malfeasance, and demonstrates how these
policies lead to revolutionary violence. Anthills of the Savannah, on the other hand, warns against revolution
and instead reflects on gradual transformation based on tradition and custom. Okolo argues for a mixed
perspective that includes both revolutionary and reformist programmes. He spoke on language, memory, and
identity. To complete the work of decol- onization, he argues, African intellectuals will have to address the
African people in languages they can understand. Otherwise they will continue speaking only to each other
and the North. Writing in European languages enriches them while allowing African languages to die out. The
absence of dissident intellectu- als, however, is evident to those involved with CODESRIA in the late s, when
a furious debate erupted between post-structuralists and political economists. If African scholars of the past
were obsessed with nationalism and pan-Africanism, some younger scholars This vantage point has also
allowed us to expose the limitations that come with such collec- tive efforts. This foregrounding of power
relations offers a corrective to post-structuralists, who emphasize autonomy without examining the power
relations that structure intellectual activity. The ideals of intellectual univer- sality, autonomy, and
independence must be balanced by a commitment to representing and articulating a message to and for a
particular public which confronts internal and external dogma. Postmodern intellectual abuse of science
Picador, New York,
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Nationalism and African Intellectuals, testifies to his broad knowledge and experience. It provides an analysis
of the intersections between nationalism and African intellectuals; and shows how nationalism has shaped the
production of knowledge and influenced politics in Africa since the nineteenth century. Falola has divided his
book in three thematic parts: Part one examines the cultural foundation of the African in Toyin Falola may be
regarded as one of the most prolific historians of Africa. Part one examines the cultural foundation of the
African intellectual tradition and its subsequent development, including an analysis of leading figures and key
questions. Part two shifts focus to the large themes of nationalism and Pan-Africanism, both of which Falola
discusses in the context of European imperialism. Finally, part three investigates the emergence of the African
academy, which was, according to Falola, an outcome of nationalism. What appears then, is a broad overview
of the development of nationalism and the intelligentsia in Africa. Part 1 â€” Nationalism and Culture In this
first section Falola explores the cultural foundation of African nationalism. Chapter 1 explores the values and
visions of this elite, whose education was provided by, and mostly in, European nations. Whilst the colonial
government created this educational system in order to make Africans subordinate to Europeans, for Africans
education was an agency of social change, a means to exercise power. In the nineteenth century, this meant
that the African elite often chose the path of collaboration to consolidate their power and educate their
offspring. For most of the colonial period however, higher education was underdeveloped throughout the
continent and only took flight after African countries obtained their independence. From this moment
onwards, education became an important part of national politics. Failing to discuss in further detail the
choices made by the colonizers and their respective consequences for the emergence of an African educated
elite, Falola continues his chapter with a characterization of the intellectual agenda and the issues at stake for
the newly emerging African intelligentsia. However, contrary to what is often thought, this process did not
result in a coherent nationalist effort by like-minded Africans. One important career path for intellectuals
involved in this network was the writing of African histories, which were instrumental in asserting a distinct
African identity. Whilst this ideology challenged European racial and imperial arrogance, not all writers
rejected the European ideas altogether. Important figures such as Johnson and Reindorf welcomed certain
aspects of Western culture and religion, whilst still seeking to preserve their own cultural, historical heritage.
In order to gather support of the masses these elites completely rejected European ideas and lifestyles and
celebrated African culture. Preceding this more radical stage however, the cultural nationalist intellectuals of
the time often sought accommodation with colonialism. What they were mostly interested in, was the cultural
dimension of imperialism; and hence these interwar-scholars did not demand complete independence, but
rather identified themselves as reformers or moderators. This ambition however, was often limited by the
pursuit of personal economic and political self-interest. In addition, many scholars were eclectic in their
cultural choices, expressing their love of cigars, English literature, Bach Mozart, and other manifestations of
Western high culture. In my opinion, these contradictions in the behavior of the African intelligentsia is a
reflection of the inherent ambiguities in African attitudes towards the West in general. Unfortunately however,
Falola again fails to go into detail here. A more thorough investigation of these relationships would have been
very interesting, since undoubtedly personal feelings towards Western colonizers have influenced the
formation and expression of nationalist sentiments among African intellectuals. Part 2 â€” Nationalism and
Pan-Africanism In this second section Falola turns his attention to Pan-Africanism, analyzing its relationship
to nationalism and nation-building. The opening of chapter 3 seems to set a clear tone: However, in the rest of
the chapter Falola qualifies this idea, showing that nationalism, although it may have triumphed over
colonialism, failed to create the stable nation-states that it set out to achieve. Focusing on the transition from
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the colonial to the postcolonial, the transformation of the nature of nationalism is discussed: In the late
nineteenth- and early twentieth century the cultural nationalist agenda was altered; incorporating ideals of
sovereignty and immediate freedom from colonial rule. The intelligentsia of the time became more critical of
the system, and men such as Kwame Nkrumah and Nnamdi Azikiwi employed their political talent to
mobilize the masses. Falola identifies a number of forces that propelled their combative nationalism that
succeeded the more accomodationist cultural nationalism: An increasing number of educated Africans, and the
experience of World War II, combined with post-war colonial policies that provoked anticolonial reactions,
led to radicalization and a growing political consciousness among the grassroots. The nationalist movement
and the subsequent gain of independence was a glorious â€” albeit short lived â€” period in African history.
Once the goal of independence was achieved, Falola notes that the African intellectuals and new leaders were
faced with new challenges; they had to redefine nationalism from an anticolonial phenomenon to an ideology
that could foster nation-building. The intelligentsia had organized their campaigns around anticolonial
feelings, but once the Europeans left, they no longer had this strong commonality to rely on. Moreover, in
their struggle to keep their nations in check, the new leaders turned to militaristic, one-party systems: Thus,
while the political leaders have been rather successful in their politics of exclusion - characterizing other
countries as different -, they have been unsuccessful in building patriotism and nationalism among their
people. In Chapter 4 Falola traces the development of Pan-Africanism in the context of the historical processes
described in the foregoing chapter. This particular organization does not benefit the clarity of his argument; a
more chronological outline would have allowed for making the relationship between the different phases of
nationalism and the transformations of Pan-Africanism more explicit. As an idea and a movement at the same
time, Pan-Africanism gained strength in the first half of the twentieth century; led by people like Marcus
Garvey and Kwame Nkrumah, and organized in part through intellectual and political networks established in
the West. Contrary to the hopes of Nkrumah and other fervent pan-Africanists, the newly independent
countries did not surrender any rights to this African Union. Clearly, there was tension among the pioneer
leaders about the kind of unity they wanted. Thus, although the OAU has served as a Pan-Africanist agency,
its efforts have often been frustrated. However, Falola demonstrates that Pan-Africanism is a persistent
movement, that has been able to re-invent itself depending on the historical context. Beginning as a movement
to repatriate African diaspora back to their homelands, one of its latest manifestations is the call for
reparations seeking the empowerment of Africa in various ways. In the concluding section of this chapter
Falola zooms in on the leading intellectual ideology of the new Pan-Africanism; Afrocentricity. Whilst the
socialist intellectual ideology of the old Pan-Africanism cut across color and boundaries, enabling
Pan-Africanists to create alliances with other organizations whose membership was not necessarily black,
Afrocentricity is based on identity politics, which brings along severe problems. However, despite these
obstacles and the great divisions among diasporas and power rivalries among the leaders of African nations,
Falola concludes that pan-Africanism and the dream of a united Africa is still alive in the imagination of many
intellectuals. In this chapter Falola sketches this history, which begins in the first half of the twentieth century,
with the emergence of the first modern universities in sub-Saharan Africa. In content, attendees as well as
physical appearance, they were highly elitist. Separated from the city, these universities were self-sufficient,
luxurious municipalities, offering programs defined in European terms which served to transmit Western ideas
to their African students. After independence the universities hoped to retain their high educational standards,
but do away with their dependence on Europe. In addition, the state had a notable interest in defining and
controlling the universities, since they were seen as a vital force in the nation-building projects of the new
African states; instrumental for the state to produce good and loyal citizens. Thus, within a generation after
independence the universities came under increasing scrutiny and the role of the scholar as critic of society
and government was dramatically marginalized. In the chapter that follows Falola uses the writing of
nationalist historiography as an example of the spirit of the African academy and its production of knowledge.
Moving away from the historical craft, in the final chapter Falola discusses the African university intellectuals
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in more general terms and places them within the broader frame of global scholarship and politics. The new
challenges of the changing world order have a profound effect on the intellectuals and their production of
knowledge. Whereas in the context of rising nationalism and power-interests of the Cold War the study of
Africa became one of the fastest growing fields, in the s and s things changed for the worse. In Africa, with a
deepening economic crisis, the emergence of authoritarian regimes and the diminishing attention from global
powers, production of knowledge almost came to a halt. Yet, studies about Africa, despite numerous obstacles
are still alive. Falola suggests that this tendency is symptomatic for the perception of Africa in the West, and
he provides a long list of characteristics that sum up this Western attitude. To tackle these problems he offers
another list of issues that should be dealt with. What he seems to argue is that the study of Africa must be
re-directed and developed in an alternative and constructive manner. Although one would expect Falola to
redirect his focus to African intellectuals and their current position in the African academy, he continues â€”
and, surprisingly, concludes â€” his chapter with a discussion of Africans in the Western Academies.
Although this discussion is in itself very interesting, it is curious that Falola, in his concluding pages tackles a
completely new topic. He briefly touches upon the difficulties faced by migrant intellectuals in Western
institutions, and within two pages introduces the different ways in which migrants occupy a new space in
scholarship. Whilst he touches upon many interesting themes, the end product does not live up to their
potential. That is, it seems to amount to little more than a well-documented overview of the development of
intellectuals and nationalism in Africa. This, however, is an accomplishment that should not be
underestimated: The book provides a great introduction to the topic, and it appears to cover most crucial
components that should have a place in the discussion of African intellectuals. However, if perceived as a first
step to further investigation, Falola has done an outstanding job. The abundant footnotes, and use of a vast
amount of sources can provide the curious mind with a sense of direction for further reading.
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For his singular and distinguished contribution to the study of Africa, his students and colleagues have
presented him with three Festschriften â€” two edited by Adebayo Oyebade, The Transformation of Nigeria:
Essays in Honor of Toyin Falola. His award-winning memoir, A Mouth Sweeter than Salt: His earlier research
and publications focused on the history of the African diaspora in Britain, a relatively new subject for
academic study, and in particular on the political history of West Africans in Britain, and the influence of
Communism and Panâ€”Africanism on anti-colonial activism. This work sought to demonstrate not only the
important links that were established between those in the African continent and its diaspora but also that
Africans and those of African descent have played a significant but often neglected role in the history of
Britain. As one of the few historians specialising in the history of the African diaspora in Britain, his work has
led to many media appearances, work with museums and archives, and the publication of three history books
for children. He earned his M. Trained initially as a professional Journalist, Dr. She is an International
Political Economist whose regional specialization is on the African continent. Nigeria is her country of focus.
Her teaching interests include a focus on the meanings of inclusive, equitable citizenship in the context of the
interplay between globalization, democratization and economic development. Her research interests include:
Effects of globalization, post-colonialism, and post-modernity on economic and political transformation;
Gender, democracy and citizenship in Africa and African Diaspora Studies. She has published extensively on
these issues. Her most recent publications are: Perspectives From the Elections. She founded and edits:
Journal of African Culture and Women Studies. She was driven by concern for the disjuncture between state
aspiration and the existential reality of Nigerian peoples, particularly on issues of Human Security, to found
BringBackOurGirlsNYC after consulting with the founders of the movement in Nigeria. Three of his books
have been published in the English: Segobye has served as an advisor, facilitator and expert for a number of
international organizations. Segobye is an editorial board member of a number of journals. She is an active
member of the southern African academy participating regularly in conferences and seminars advancing
African intellectual thought leadership.
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This book is about how African intellectuals, influenced primarily by nationalism, have addressed the inter-related issues
of power, identity politics, self-assertion and autonomy for themselves and their continent, from the mid-nineteenth
century onward.
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